
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
      
      
      
      
  

 

 

Dust - that`s everything that will remain after a 

gig from the Cologne artillery of SKUM. For more 

than 13 years the gigs of these guys have been 

legendary and people from everywhere in Ger-

many travel to their gigs that are as powerful as 

a demolition ball. 

 

SKUM-fronter and texter Nikola stays true to 

himself and connects personal lyrics in English 

with German and Croatian accents - an estab-

lished characteristic , which works better than 

ever due to songs like "Kolos" or "Brandrodung".  

 

In addition to that in the year 2013 SKUM will 

deliver everything that was expected from their 

musicianship. Death Metal - that`s what is writ-

ten on the ripped flags that are blowing in the 

wind of their new sound. 

 

Blastbeats, driving and morbid melodies and big 

balls characterise „Prašina“ as well as the well-

known bit of Rock `n` Roll and brutal Thrash-

attacks.  

 

A very differentiated and clear Sound will make 

sure that everyone has an equal status and it will 

strengthen the releases` right to exist. 
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01. Escoria 
02. Trails 
03. Prašina 
04. Spring Is Coming 
05. Kolos 
06. Nada 
07. The World Turns Red 
08. Blood Is On Our Hands 
09. Schalchtpark 
10. Brandrodung 
11. Where All Life Ends 
12. Pjesma Bez Imena 

Nikola Grgic – Vocals 
Roberto Parada – Guitars 
Christian Görke – Bass 
Christoph Buchheim – Drums 
 
www.skum.de 

 

Marketing Bullets 
- Promotion by cmm GmbH (Promotion themes like Iron 

Maiden, Slayer, Ozzy Osbourne) 

 

- Reviews in relevant magazines like Metal Hammer, Rock-

Hard,  Break Out, Heavy, LEGACY 

 

- Soundcheck in the issues of Heavy, Metal Hammer, Rock 

Hard and Legacy 

 

- Full Page add in German LEGACY magazine (Feb. 2013) 

 

- Complete album will be streamed on www.legacy.com 

 

- online promotion via SAOL and Bret Hard Records  website, 

social media channels and our marketing targeting more than 

1,000 relevant media partners via newsletter 

 

- Reviews and interviews scheduled on metal.de, power-

metal.de, metalglory.de, and many more... 

 

- News campaign on all relevant webzine 

 

- Downloadpromotion via cmm’s Download Promotion Ser-

vice up to 60 German contacts 

 

- Plays in regional public radio stations and CD presentations 

scheduled for commercial radio stations + 2 hours live inter-

view @ www.metal-only.de 

 

 

 

 


